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Introduction 
In [MTT],  the author and his colleagues conjectured a precise relationship be- 
tween the special values of p-adic L-functions associated to weight two elliptic 
modular forms of level pN and the p-adic periods of the fiber at p of the correspond- 
ing modular curve. Since this conjecture was closely related to a difference in the 
order of vanishing of a p-adic and classical L-function, we called it the "Exceptional 
Zero Conjecture." Numerical evidence for this conjecture was reported in [MTT]  
and [T], and a related, "refined", conjecture was studied in [MT].  
Based on computational evidence (described in [MTT, Section 15]), we be- 
lieved that it ought to be possible to make a similar, precise conjecture for forms of 
weight greater than two. At that time, we were unable to formulate such a conjec- 
ture. 
In the first part of this work, we fill much, but not all of this gap, by making 
a precise conjecture (see Conjecture 1 below) for a large class of forms of even 
weight-namely, those forms which are lifts, by Jacquet-Langlands, from indefinite 
quaternion algebras. This case is accessible by means of the p-adic uniformization 
theory for Shimura curves due to Cerednik ([Cer]). For  a discussion of how our 
new conjecture fits into the set of already existing ones, see the Remark at the end of 
Section 1 below. 
The second portion of this work is devoted to describing some new results in 
the rigid analysis of the p-adic upper half plane 9r v. In particular, we produce an 
explicit inverse to a map studied by Drinfeld and Schneider. They attached a type 
of harmonic function (called a harmonic cocycle) on the tree 5- of SL2(Ov) to 
a rigid analytic modular f o r m f o n  ~p; our map recovers the rigid funct ionffrom 
this harmonic cocycle as an integral of a certain measure on the limit set P 1 (Qp) of 
~ffp. We call this integral the p-adic Poisson kernel, since it constructs an analytic 
function on o~p having prescribed boundary values. 
The final section of the paper applies the p-adic Poisson kernel to the computa- 
tion of the p-adic periods which enter into our generalized Exceptional Zero 
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Conjecture. To the many weight two calculations described in [MTT],  I-T], and 
[MT],  we add a calculation which shows that the conjecture holds mod p5 for the 
prime p = 3 and the modular form f of weight four and level six. 
The author thanks Barry Mazur and John Tate for their interest and helpful suggestions, and 
Robert Coleman for many interesting and enlightening conversations regarding the subject of this 
paper. 
Preliminaries 
Let B be a definite quaternion algebra over Q of discriminant N and let p be 
a prime which splits B. Fix an isomorphism 
I :B |  Q p ~  m2(Ql, ) . 
Let (9 be a maximal Z[~]-order  in B (all such are conjugate by the strong 
approximation theorem) and let F be a congruence subgroup of (9 • The map 
z gives us a two dimensional, p-adic representation of F. We assume further that 
z(F) c SL2(Qp), and we will identify F with its image under t. Fix a coordinate z on 
pa so that SL2(Qp) acts on p l  through linear fractional transformations in z. Let 
~ p  = Cp - Qp be the p-adic upper half plane, viewed as a rigid analytic subspace of 
p l ,  and let 3- be the tree of SL2(Qp). Fix a reduction map from ~,ugp to ~-- com- 
patible with the various group actions. For a detailed discussion of these construc- 
tions, see [G], [D2], or [M]. 
Definition 1. Let M be an abelian group. An M-valued function c on the edges of 
J -  is called a harmonic cocycle if, for all vertices v of ~--, 
E c(e) = 0 
where the sum is over the oriented edges e of 3- meeting v. 
We will be interested in a particular coefficient module. Let Pk (E) be the k + 1 
dimensional vector space of degree k polynomials in T over a field E. We abbrevi- 
ate Pk(Cp) by Pk" Let SL2(Qp) act onf(T)~Pk(E)  on the left by the rule 
~ . f ( r )  = ( b r +  d)kf b-T+ d ]  " 
Definition 2. Let Ch,r(F, k) be the set of harmonic cocycles c with values in 
Pk- 2 (Cp) satisfying 
c(~,e)(r) = ~. c(e)(r).  
Let us introduce modular forms into our discussion. 
Definition 3. Let Sk(F ) be the space of rigid analytic modular forms on ~fp of 
weight k for F over Cp. Thus, 
S k (F)--- { f :  f rigid analytic on ~ p  and f(?z) = (cz + d)kf(z) } . 
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Here z is our fixed parameter on Jgp and 
( a  bd) eF c SL2(Qp) " 7= c 
We will be considering only modular forms of even weight in this paper. The 
forms of weight 2k are naturally identified with global sections of the sheaf of 
k-differentials on the curve ~p/F. By Cerednik's theorem ([Cer] and [D2]), this 
curve is (the fiber at p of) a Shimura curve. Therefore the space Sk(F ) c a n  be 
identified with a corresponding space of classical modular forms coming from the 
indefinite quaternion algebra of discriminant Np. In particular, we know that such 
forms exist. 
Associated to a modular form f~SR(F ) is a harmonic cocycle, defined by 
Drinfeld and Schneider. 
Definition 4. I f f e  Sk(F ) we define (following IS]) 
k - 2  
c:(e) = ~ aese(z~f dz)(k-iE)T' 
i = 0  
where Res denotes the p-adic annular residue. The modular property o f f  together 
with the p-adic residue theorem, imply that c: e Char(F, k). 
In fact, the harmonic cocycle c: determines the f o r m f  We supply our own proof 
of this in Corollary 11 below, but the result is due to Drinfeld and Schneider. 
1. p-adic periods and L-functions 
Construction of an s invariant for rigid analytic modular forms. In this section we 
will define a "period" associated to a modular f o rm f fo r  F. This period generalizes 
the ~ invariant for weight two modular forms defined in [MTT] .  It is constructed 
as the "ratio" of two maps from Sk(F ) to Hi(F, Pk-2). The first of these maps, which 
was introduced by Schneider, is derived from the tree 3--. 
Definition 5. F o r f e  Sk(F), let as before c: be the associated element of Char(F, k). 
Let v be a vertex of 9-. Define 
~(~)  = Y, c : ( e ) ,  
v ~ y v  
where the sum is over the edges in ~- joining v to 7v. 
It is simple to verify that ~ is a 1-cocycle for F with coefficients in P~-2, and 
that the class ~ :  of ~v: is independent of v. Thus one obtains a map 
~': sk(r) -+ Hi(r ,  Pk-2)" 
Theorem 1 (IS], [SS], [dS]). The map ~ is an isomorphism. 
For the second map, which was studied extensively in [dS], we exploit 
Coleman's p-adic integral. ([CI]) 
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Definition 6. Fix the branch logp of the p-adic logarithm such that logpp = 0. Let 
Q be a point in ~p, and l e t f eSk (F  ). Define 
rQ k - 2 Ti 2~(?) = E z ' f  dz 
i=O i 
where the integral is the branch of Coleman's p-adic integral associated to this 
choice of logarithm. 
This map, too, is a cocycle; we summarize its properties in the following lemma. 
Lemma 7. 2 9 is a 1-cocycle for F, taking values in Pk- 2" It depends on Q only up to 
a coboundary, and therefore defines an element 21 of Hi(if, Pk-2). 
Proof. These properties are formal consequences of the properties of the 
integral. [] 
Therefore we have constructed a second map 2: Sk(F)-~HI(F,  Pk-2)" The 
Hecke algebra T for F acts naturally on the spaces Char(F, k) and Hi(F, Pk-2). 
Since this action is through the action of GL2(Qp), it commutes with each of the 
maps ~b and 2. 
Theorem 2. Let ~b new and 2 "ew denote the restrictions of ~k and 2 to the new part of 
Sk(if ). Then there exists a unique element ~ ~ T |  r such that 
2n~w = ~ w .  
is independent of the choice of imbeddin# z: B ~ M2(Qp). 
Proof. By Cerednik's interchange of invariants theorem (see [Cer]), Sk(F ) is 
isomorphic as a T-module to a space of modular forms for the indefinite quater- 
nion algebra with discriminant Np. Therefore the new part Sg(F) n'w of Sk(if ) 
satisfies the multiplicity one theorem, as do the corresponding spaces Char(if, k) new 
and HI(F, Pk_2) "ew. This implies that all of these modules have rank one over 
T| Since ~ is an isomorphism (see Corollary 11 below), a Hecke operator 
with the stated property must exist. If t is replaced by a different t', then we know 
that t' = ~ttct-~ for some at ~ GL2(Q~p). Tracing through the definitions, we see that 
the cohomology classes @ and 2 are replaced by ct.~k and ct. 2. As a result, the 
invariant ~e is unchanged. [] 
The invariant L~' we have constructed can be derived from the p-adic period 
matrix of the Jacobian of ~ffp/F whenfhas  weight two. Suppose that in this case we 
let X be the sublattice of S 2(F) "*w consisting of new formsfsuch that cf has integer 
coefficients. It then follows from the theory of Drinfeld-Manin ([DM]) that i f fe  X 
then the differential form o~y =f(z )dz  on ~p  is logarithmic; that is, there is 
a function u ( f )  on ~p  such that 
du( f )  
~Y = u ( f )  
The pairing 
X • rab-- ,  Q~ * 
defined by [co s, 7] = u(f)(?z) /u( f)(z)  then leads, via the process described in 
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[MTT, Section 11], to the p-adic uniformization of the new part of the Jacobian of 
o~p/F. If we let A ( f )  be the factor of Jac(o~rp/F) cut out by the Hecke orbit of f and 
restrict the pairing [ . , . ]  to the corresponding sublattices of X and F ab, then we 
obtain from [M] the formulas: 
@s(7) = ~176 7] 
2I(7) = logv[co;', 7] 9 
Comparing with [MTT, Section 11], we see that ~b and 2 are the maps denoted 
there by a and fl respectively, and that the s we define in this paper is formally the 
same as that defined in [MTT]. This invariant has been computed in various 
situations, as described in I-MTT] and IT]. In the simplest case of all, where 
Jac(~p/F) = A ( f )  is a Tate elliptic curve, we have 
l~ 9 1 r 
Ae = ordp(q) 
where q is the p-adic period of A(f ) .  
In [dS], de Shalit constructs abelian varieties associated to higher weight rigid 
analytic modular forms, and shows that the higher weight invariant s can be 
derived from these abelian varieties in an analogous way. 
The exceptional zero conjecture. Suppose now t h a t f e  Sk(F ) is an eigenform for T. 
We attach a p-adic L-function t o f b y  a rather circuitous procedure. It follows from 
the theory of interchange of invariants (see [Ce] and [D2]) that the newforms 
which arise in some Sk(F ) are precisely the newforms for the indefinite quaternion 
algebra with discriminant Np. Therefore, we interchange invariants to obtain 
a complex analytic automorphic form f~ on this indefinite quaternion algebra 
which has the same Hecke eigenvalues as f. This form then lifts, via the 
Jacquet-Langlands theory ([JL]), to an elliptic modular form fe of some level M, 
where p I[ M. 
Lemma 8. Let ap(f) be the coefficient of qP in the Fourier expansion o f f  e. Then 
ordv(av(f) ) = ( k -  2)/2, and, in the terminolooy of [MTT], av(f)  is the unique 
"allowable p-root" for fE. There is a unique p-adic L-function Lp(fe, av(f), X, s) 
associated to fe,  and this function Lp is exceptional at the central point j = (k - 2)/2. 
Proof This follows from [MTT, p. 16] and [MTT, p. 21]. [] 
Let Z be a primitive Dirichlet character of conductor m, and let A sig" ix)(fr, Z, n) 
be the special value 
n[ m n + 1 
A+-(fe, Z, n) - (-- 27ri)" z(;~) L( f i '  n + 1) 
of the classical L-function associated toftwisted by Z (See [MTT, Section 8].) Both 
L v and A take values in the sub-lattice of C generated by the modular symbols for 
fe, tensored with O v. This is a finitely generated 7/ module on which T acts. 
Therefore s acts naturally on A and L v. We make the following conjecture, 
extending the "Exceptional Zero Conjecture" of [MTT, Section 14] to modular 
forms of even weight which are lifts from quaternion algebras. 
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Conjecture 1. Let f e Sk(F ) be a newform for F, and fE an elliptic form obtained from 
f by interchanye of invariants followed by the Jacquet-Lanylands lift. Let Z be 
a primitive quadratic Dirichlet character such that e,(ap(f), (k - 2)/2, Z) = 0, where 
ep is the p-adic multiplier discussed in [MTT]. Then 
d 
~sLp(f~, ap, Zx~ - z)/z, s)ls=o = s + (fE, Z, (k - 2)/2). 
We point out that f and fE are each only defined up to non-zero constant 
multiples (by respectively elements of C r and C!) but that this dependence is 
cancelled out by the form of the conjecture. Also, there may be some non-quadratic 
characters X such that %(%(f),  (k - 2)/2, Z) vanishes; quite possibly the conjectured 
equality still holds for these but since we have no numerical evidence one way or 
the other we are reluctant to say anything about them. 
Remark. Conjecture 1 is consistent with the conjectures of [MTT] and [MT]. 
Indeed, as we have seen, the invariant s for forms of weight two depends on the 
p-adic period lattice of the abelian variety A ( f )  cut out b y f f r o m  the Jacobian of 
a Shimura curve. Ribet proved (see [R]) that, when F is the principal congruence 
subgroup, then A ( f )  is isogenous to the abelian variety A(fe)  cut out of the 
Jacobian of a modular curve by fE. The restriction to the principal congruence 
subgroup can almost certainly be removed by appealing to the theory of 
Jacquet-Langlands and Faltings' Isogeny Theorem. Therefore the s we compute 
in this paper is the same as that computed in [MTT], and so our conjecture implies 
the weight two conjecture of [MTT] for those forms which come from quaternion 
algebras. In addition, our conjecture implies that the p-adic L-functions associated 
to higher weight modular forms coming from quaternion algebras are of "local 
type." Ironically, although considerable numerical evidence has been amassed for 
the weight two conjectures, as reported in [MTT], [MT] and IT], none of this 
evidence applies directly to our Conjecture 1 since all of the forms considered in 
earlier calculations had prime level. Most significantly, in [MTT] we were led to 
ask for the existence of an s invariant for modular forms of higher weight based on 
calculations for the forms of weight four and level five, and of weight six and level 
three which suggested that the L-functions for these forms had exceptional zeros of 
local type. Although this paper sheds no light on these forms, Coleman, in [C2], 
has constructed an invariant for elliptic modular forms of arbitrary weight which is 
probably the same as our ~ when it is defined, and which could well fill the role of 
~-invariant  in the remaining cases not covered by our construction. 
2. A p-adic Poisson kernel 
Construction of the kernel. We turn in this section to analysis on the p-adic upper 
half plane. We will describe a technique for explicitly constructing rigid analytic 
modular forms, and show how this technique can be applied to obtain a formula 
for the map 2 entering into the construction of A a. 
As is well known, there is a natural correspondence between the oriented edges 
e of Y- and compact open subsets U of the ends of Y-. Drinfeld (in weight 2, see 
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[D 1]) and Schneider (in higher weight, see [S]) have shown how to obtain a p-adic 
distribution on ~ ( Q p )  from a harmonic cocycle with values in Pk-2. We will 
extend Schneider's construction. In the following, we denote with x the restriction 
of the fixed parameter z to the set P~(C)p), so that x identifies IP~(Qp) with 
Let A k denote the set of Cp-valued functions on P~(C)p) which are locally 
analytic except for a pole at ~ of order at most k - 2. Let A ,  be the set of 
compactly supported functions on Qp. Choose c ~  Char(/ '  , k), and write 
c ( e )  = ,~ c i ( e ) ( k i  2) T i . 
Let/~ be the distribution associated to c as defined by Schneider in [S]. Recall 
that this integral is defined for elements F e Acs and compact open subsets U e Qp. If 
U(e) is the compact open in Qp corresponding to the edge e of ~,, then the 
fundamental relation defining ~ is 
x i d ~ = c i ( e )  i = 0  . . . . .  k - 2 ,  
U (e) 
and ~ is extended to Acs by the methods of Vishik and Amice-Velu. We extend the 
definition of/~ so that a larger class of functions can be integrated against it. The 
statement and proof of the following proposition were copied, with only slight 
changes, from the statement and proof of the theorem of Amice-Velu and Vishik 
given in I-MTT, p. 13]. 
Proposition 9. Let c ~  Char(F, k) and let Ft be the associated measure.. Then there 
exists a unique extension # of  ft to  A k characterized by the following properties: 
(1) ~ v F d #  = ~vFdf i  i f U  c Qv" 
(2) ~u F dl~ is f initely additive in U and linear in F for  all F ~ A k and U ~ P 1 (Qp). 
(3) c determines the integrals of  polynomials of  low degree: 
x id~t=ci(e)  i = O  . . . . .  k - 2 .  
U (e) 
(4) There exists a constant C such that if  oo ~ U(e), 06  U(e), and n < k - 2, we 
have 
xndl ~ < Cp-n+(k-2)/2 
U(e) 
while if  a~ U(e) c •p and n > 0 then 
(x - a)ndt~ < Cp ~-~k- 2)/2 
U(e) 
Here p = supu~vtelll/ul i f  oo e U(e) and p = sup . . . .  v te~ lu-  vl i f  oo q~ U(e). 
(5) Suppose oo ~ U(e) and that F(x)  = ~n--k-  2 a~ x~ is a Laurent expansion for 
F which converges on the set U(e) - { oo }. Then 
F d l t =  S a .  ~ x " d # .  
U (e) U (e) 
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I f  ~ 6 U(e), 2 is a center for U(e), and F (x) = ~ . ~ o  a.(x - 2)" is a conver- 
oent Taylor series for  F on U(e), then 
S F d l ~ = X a .  ~ ( x - 2 ) " d # .  
U (e) U (e) 
Proof  The proof of this proposition is a slightly modified form of the proof of the 
theorem of Amice-Velu and Vishik given in [MTT, p. 13]. When oo r U, the 
construction is exactly as in IS]. The key point in the extension is to show that 
the estimate in (4) holds in our more general setting. If ~ r U(e), this is essentially 
done in IS, p. 228]. Suppose therefore that ~ e U (e). Let [.7 be the complement of 
U (e) in •x(Qp). Then, by [S, op. cit.], we have 
S x'd  = - I x'd , 
U (e) O 
= _ c i ( e ) ,  
= < C ( 1 / p )  i - ( k - 2 ) / 2  
C p  - i + ( k - 2 ) / 2  
where we have used the fact that the radius of l_7 is l ip .  Once this estimate is 
obtained, the remainder of the existence proof follows [MTT]. [] 
Once existence of the integral is proven, the following lemma is an easy 
consequence. 
Lemma 10. Let  kt be the measure associated t o  C~Char(F , k) on PI(Qt, ). It  has the 
properties: 
(1) For 7 6 F  we have ?*It = (cx + d)k-2kt .  
(2) For i = O . . . . .  k - 2 we have 
xld#(x) = O. 
pX(Qp) 
Proof. The first property follows from the F-equivariance of c, while the second 
follows from property (2) of # and the fact that c is harmonic. [] 
Theorem 3. Let  c ~ Char(F, k) and let It be the corresponding measure. Then 
1 
F(z )=  ~ ( z _  x-~-j) d#(x) 
pl(Q,) 
is a rigid analytic modular form o f  weight k, and c r = c. 
This theorem provides an explicit inverse, by means of a p-adic integral, to the 
map from rigid analytic modular forms to harmonic cocycles constructed by 
Drinfeld ([D1]) and Schneider ([S]). We call 1/(z - x) the Poisson kernel for the 
p-adic upper half plane, since it constructs from the boundary measure/t  a rigid 
analytic function on ~p  with/ t  for its "boundary values." 
Proof  o f  Theorem 3. It is clear that 1 / ( z -  x) belongs to A k for all k > 0, and 
therefore we know from Proposition 9 that, for any z e C p -  Qp, the function 
1/(z - x) on px(Qo) can be integrated against d#. We conclude that F is a well 
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defined function of z. A simple calculation shows that, for ~ ~_SL2(Qp)  , 
( cx  + d) k -  2 (cz + d)  k 
- -  "]- H k  - 2 ( X )  
7z - 7x  z - x 
where Hk_z(X) is a polynomial in x of degree at most k - 2. From the definition of 
F and Lemma 10(2), we obtain the modular relation for F: 
F ( ? z )  = (cz + d ) k F ( z ) .  
To show that F is rigid analytic, let A be a connected affinoid domain in Wp. We 
may assume that A is the complement in P t of finitely many open discs B 1, . . . ,  B,, 
with Qp-rational centers a 1 . . . . .  a,, and radii pl . . . . .  Pro" Furthermore, each open 
disc B~ meets the limit set P~(Qp) in a compact open set U~, and the U~ form 
a covering of p l(Qp). Therefore it suffices to consider 
1 
Fi(z  ) = [. d p ( x ) .  
u i Z - - X  
Expand 1/(z  - x )  at a t (making suitable adjustments if a i -- oo) and apply part (5) 
of Proposition 9 to obtain 
Fi(z)  = (z - a,) "+1 (" (x  - a i )"d#(x) .  
n=O  " U= 
Part (4) of the proposition shows that this series expansion for Fi converges 
uniformly on the complement of B~. Since F = ~ F i, we have shown that F is rigid 
analytic on A. Since affinoids like A cover o~,ep, F is globally rigid analytic. Even 
more, inspecting the series expansion for F and recalling the definition of the 
annular residue shows at once that, if e(i) is the edge of Y- corresponding to the 
boundary of the open ball B~, then 
Resa0( z -- a i ) " F d z  = S (x  - a i ) "dp (x  ) 
Ui 
and applying the definitions of c r and ~ we see immediately that c r = c. [] 
We have already made use of the following result. Originally proved by 
Drinfeld (l-D1]) and Schneider (IS]) in the weight two and higher weight cases 
respectively, we include this proof  to illustrate Theorem 3. 
Corollary 11. T h e  map  fl--* c f : Sk(-F ) ~ Char(/', k) is an i somorph i sm.  
P r o o f  The case k = 2 has been well studied and was first obtained by Drinfeld- 
Manin ( [DM].)  Therefore we assume k > 2. It suffices to consider the case where 
F is free, since the general /" has a free subgroup of finite index, and one may 
descend from the free case to the general case. By the Riemann-Roch theorem, the 
space of modular forms of weight k in such a case has dimension (k - 1)(0 - 1) 
where 9 is the genus of Jt~p/F. Sincefw* Cy is surjective by Theorem 3, we must have 
the inequality 
dim Char(F, k) < (k - 1)(9 - 1). 
On the other hand, an element c of Char(/', k) is determined by specifying k - 1 
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numbers for each element of a F-fundamental set of edges of Y.  Requiring that c be 
harmonic means that each vertex in a fundamental set of vertices imposes k - 1 
linear conditions on c. We conclude that 
dim C h a r ( F  , k) > (k - 1)(E -- V) 
where E and V are respectively the number of edges and vertices in g-IF.  Notice 
that the integer V - E is the Euler characteristic of 5-IF,  which is 1 - g. Since the 
two inequalities force equality, we conclude that dim Char(F, k ) =  dim &, and 
therefore f ~  c e is an isomorphism. [] 
An integral formula for p-adic periods. We apply Theorem 3 to obtain a new 
formula for the Coleman integrals which enter into the definition of the map 2y 
defined in Section 1. The formula we prove is quite simple, and interesting for 
aesthetic reasons; however, its main application comes in computing the invariant 
s We will discuss this in detail later. 
Theorem 4. Let fe S k ( F  ) and let l~ be the associated measure. Let Q e Cp - ~p be 
a point in 3ffp. Then 
yQ 
zi fd z = ~ xilog p x - y___QQ d#(x) 
O. P~(O~) x -- Q 
for 0 < i <- k - 2. Here the integral on the left is the Coleman integral, while that on 
the right is the integral associated to #. 
Proof. We compute formally, using Proposition 9, and interchanging the order of 
integration: 
yQ yQ 2 i 
z ' f  dz = 5 I d#(x)dz 
Q Q pl(Qv) Z -- X 
~Q x i 
= I  I d (x)dz 
(2 pl(Qp) Z - -  X 
7Q xi  
= ~ y dzd#(x) 
pl(Qp) Q Z - -  X 
= ~ x i l o g  p x  -- y Q d # ( x ) .  
p,(%) x - Q 
We need only justify the interchange of the two integrations; for simplicity we 
assume i = 0, although the argument is the same in any case. 
Choose an affinoid subregion A of ~ p  so that Q and ?Q belong to the interior of 
A - t h a t  is, neither of them lies on one of the boundary annuli of A. Let B i, 
i =  1 . . . . .  n, be the bounding discs of A, with centers a v As in the proof of 
Theorem 3, wr i te f  = Z f/where eachf~ converges on the complement of B v For each 
f/, we have 
Cn 
fl : n=l (Z --  ai) n 
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where 
c,, = S (x  - a i ) " -  1 d p ( x )  . 
B~ c~ p ~(Qe) 
The indefinite Coleman integral of f ,  on the interior of A, is just the formal integral, 
so 
~. 1 c. 
~ f l d z  = c 1 logp(z - al) + 
.=2 1 - -  n (z - -  a i )  n - 1  " 
On the other hand, we may expand logv(z - x) in a Taylor series at x = a i to obtain 
o,c~ p~(Q.) B, np~(Q.) n=2 ~ - - n  \ z  - -  a i /  
However, one of the properties of d# is that we may move integrals past sums of 
this form (see Proposition 9 above). Therefore the integrals may be inter- 
changed. [] 
3. Evidence for the exceptional zero conjecture 
We have chosen to test Conjecture 1 for the prime p = 3 and the modular form 
f (z) = (q(z )~ l (2z)q(3z)r l (6z)  ) 2 
= q - 2q 2 -- 3q 3 + 4q 4 + 6q s + 6q 6 - 16q 7 + . . . .  
which has weight four and level six. A number of characteristics make the form 
f worth studying: 
(1) It has weight greater than two, and therefore provides information about 
the new conjecture. 
(2) It is of low level, so the modular symbols calculations for f are relatively 
simple. 
(3) It has rational Fourier coefficients, which also simplifies the computations. 
(4) It is a lift from a quaternion algebra (since 6 = 2"3), and so is covered by 
our theory. 
(5) The definite quaternion algebra obtained by interchange of invariants at 
3 forfis  the Hamilton quaternions, which among other nice properties have 
class number one. 
(6) The Galois representation corresponding to f is "inertially large" in the 
sense of [MTT, Section 15]. This makes f qualitatively different from the 
weight two forms which have been examined numerically. 
In the end, we show that the equality conjectured in Conjecture 1 holds for two 
"exceptional" characters X, to 5 place of 3-adic accuracy each. This, admittedly, is 
not an overwhelming quantity of data, although the author finds it thoroughly 
convincing, being by nature an optimist. The calculations we describe were done by 
programs written in a symbolic manipulation language (Maple) on a relatively 
small computer (a SUN 3/260). The convenience and simplicity of this programm- 
ing environment carries with it a steep price in efficiency; the two cases we report in 
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this article were the largest calculations we could handle before running out of 
computer memory. We will report on the purely computational aspects of this 
project elsewhere. 
There are two main steps to testing the exceptional zero conjecture for f. The 
first step is to compute the modular symbols, classical special value, and p-adic 
L-function f o r f  The techniques used here are exactly those of [MTT].  We present 
some potentially useful numerical data on this subject in the appendix. 
The second, much more interesting, step in checking the conjecture is the 
computat ion of s and it is here that the new results in Theorems 3 and 4 play 
a crucial role, making possible the evaluation of the Coleman integrals which enter 
into the definition of s 
The form f i s  a lift from the indefinite quaternion algebra with discriminant 6. 
Since we are interchanging invariants at 3, the definite quaternion algebra fo r fha s  
discriminant 2, and is therefore the Hamilton quaternions H. Let u~ (~3 be the 
unique element such that u 2 = - 2 and u =- 1 (mod 3). We define t :H ~ M2(~3)  
by setting 
~ 
We now view H as a subalgebra of M2(Q3) , and let (9 denote the maximal order of 
H viewed inside M2(~1~3). Identify the vertices of the tree ~-- with elements of the 
coset space GL2(7/a)/GLE(Q3). If v is such a vertex, then 7~ GL2(Q3) acts on the 
left via 7"v = v7 -1. Let 
and let 
r =  {~eo[~]:~f= 1}, 
r(2) = { T e r : ~ -  1 (mod 2)} . 
We rely on [G]  for a wealth of useful information about the groups F and F(2). 
Summarizing what we learn there, we find that F(2) is a free group on 3 generators, 
of index 24 in F. Let U = H(Z/2Z)*. U is isomorphic to A 4, and there is an exact 
sequence 
1 ~ F(2) ~ F--* U ~  1 . 
This exact sequence splits. Indeed, let p = (1 + i + j + k)/2. Then i and p belong to 
F, and together generate a copy of A 4 which maps onto U. 
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The edges e i = [1, ql]for ie  { ~ ,  0, 1, 2} are a F(2)fundamental set in ~--. The action 
of U on these edges is the standard permutation representation of A 4. 
Proof See [G, Chapter 9.] [] 
Proposition 13. Define a function c on the edges of g by setting 
c(e~o ) = ( u -  1 ) + ( - 2 - u ) T +  T 2 
c(Te~o) = 7'c(e~) 
for y~F. Then c spans Char(F, 4). 
Proof We know that Char(F, 4) has dimensional 1 over Q3, since the space of 
modular forms of weight 4 and level 6 is 1-dimensional. Alternatively, we know that 
Char(F(2 ), 4) is 6 dimensional since Jgp/F(2) is of genus 3 and F(2) is free. It is then 
not hard to check that, as a representation of U, Char(F(2), 4) is isomorphic to 
E | E where E is the standard permutation representation of A 4 on the edges E in 
the fundamental set for F(2) described above. But E @ E contains one copy of the 
trivial representation. Notice that the stabilizer of e~ is the subgroup R of 
U generated by p, and that R fixes c(e~). This is sufficient to guarantee that c is 
well-defined. One can further determine from this that, if we view the coefficients of 
c(e~) as defining points in a 3-space, then the U orbit of c(e~) consists of the four 
vertices of a tetrahedron in that 3-dimensional space, centered at the origin. This 
guarantees that c is harmonic. [] 
Corollary 14. Let B be the compact open in P ' (Q3)  consisting of points x such that 
[ x l p < 1. The measure # on PI(Q3) associated to the newform f is characterized by the 
invariance property 7*It = (cx + d)2# and by the fundamental integrals 





S x 2 d l l  = u - 1 . 
B 
Proof The edge e o = [1, qo] corresponds to the open set B. We know that 
i" [1, q~] = [i, qo~i-'] = [1, qo] and therefore by invariance of c we compute 
C(eo)= 1 + ( 2 + u ) T + ( u -  1)T 2. 
This gives the claimed fundamental integrals. Since the F translates of B are a 
basis of compact opens in P l(Q3), these together with the invariance property 
determine p. [] 
We obtain from the cocycle c and the measure p two cocycles ~b and 2, with 
coefficients in Pk_2(Cp) as described in section 2. Our goal is to compare the two 
cohomology classes in H'(F,  P2(C3)) which they represent. We will summarize 
a few algebraic facts which will simplify this comparison. 
Lemma 15. Let q = q2q,. Then F is generated by i,p, and q. Any class v in 
H~( F, P2) is represented by a unique cocycle n such that n(i) = 0 and n(p) = O, 
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Proof. The  first s ta tement  follows from [G] .  To ob ta in  the second, let v be any 
class represented by a cocycle m. It is not  hard  to verify that  there is a unique 
solut ion a to the equat ions  
(1 - -  p ) ' a  = r e ( p ) ,  
(1 - -  i ) . a  = m( i )  . 
If  we let dq(7) = (1 - 7 ) ' a ,  then in - d a represents  v and has the same propert ies.  [] 
Let  v 1 be the vertex of~-" cor responding  to the ident i ty  element  of H. Since i and 
p fix v t,  the cocycle tp v' has the proper t ies  in the lemma. F r o m  the definit ion and 
our  explicit  calculat ion of c, we compute:  
~O,(q) = 89 _ 2 - 5u + 2(2 - u)T + (2 - 3u)T2).  
This  informat ion  determines  the m a p  ~, completely.  
Of  course,  the hard  par t  is the compu ta t ion  of 2. Knowing  the measure/~,  we 
mus t  app rox ima te  the integrals  in Theorem 4. Our  package  of compute r  p rog rams  
tells us that ,  if the base poin t  Q is chosen so that  z(Q) = 1 - 3 ~  - 1, then 
2(q) -- - 53 - 737T + 880T 2 (mod 37) 
2(p) -- - 270 - 7 8 3 T +  981TZ(mod37)  
2(0 -= 372 - 3 8 7 T -  372T 2 (mod 37).  
F o r  compar i son  purposes  with ~, we normal ize  this 2 to ob ta in  an equivalent  
cocycle 2' which satisfies 2 ' (p) -~  2 ' ( 0 - - 0 ( m o d 3 5 ) .  Evalua t ing  the normal ized  
cocycle 2' on q and compar ing  with ~, we obta in  the re la t ion 
2'(q) --- 10q/V'(q) ( m o d 3 5 ) ,  
where the unfor tunate  presence of denomina to r s  at  var ious  stages of the calcu- 
la t ion of 2' reduces our  accuracy from 37 to 35. In  any case, we conclude that: 
s  r ( m o d 3 5 ) .  
This  is precisely the predic ted  value from the L-funct ion calculat ions which we 
repor t  in the appendix ,  in accord  with Conjecture  1. 
A p p e n d i x  
Summary of numerical data for modular symbol computations. We are studying the modular form 
of level 6 and weight 4. To compute the associated p-adic L-function, we apply the definitions of 
[MTT]. The "raw data" for the computation is the set of basic modular symbols denoted by 
9 (f, P, r) in [MTT, Section 1] and by [r, P(z)] in the remainder of this work. The lattice I2 of 
modular symbols is spanned by the 12 fundamental symbols [r, z j] for 0 < j  < 2 and 
re  {0, 1/2, 1/3, - 1/3}. Let f2 -+ denote the quotient lattices off2 subject to the respective relations 
[ - r, P( - z)] = -I- Jr, P(z)]. Denote by [1/2, z2] -+ the image of the symbol [1/2, Z 2] in each of 
these quotient lattices. If we identify 
f2| =(fl+ 0) f l - ) |  C3, 
it turns out that [1/2, z 2] • spans the corresponding factor space. Every basic symbol [r, P] • is 
therefore a multiple of one of these two symbols. These multiples are given in table 1. 
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Table  1. Fundamen ta l  modula r  symbols of weight four for F0(6 ) 
[0, 1] [0, z] [0, z 2 ] [89 1] [89 z] [89 z 2] [89 I]  [89 z] E89 z2] 
+ 0 -  8 9  0 0 1 1 - 6  - 2  ~ 0 
- - 2  0 89 6 3 1 4 3 ~3 
Numerical  values for the modula r  symbols [r, P ]  = 4~(f, r, P)  in terms of the basic symbols 
E89 -+ 
Table  2. Algebraic special values A +- (Zm. S) 
m S = 0  S = I  S = 2  
1 
5 
- 7  
29 
- 3 1  
- - 2 -  1+ 1 -  
- - 2  3 
- 240-  - 36 + 40 -  
- 216 + - 40-  36 + 
- 19440- - 900 + 3240- 
8856 + - 360-  - 1476 + 
Numerical  values in terms of fundamenta l  symbols [89 z2] • 
depending on the sign of Xm, as indicated 
Table  3. Values of L~3(XraX3, O) 
m L'3(Xmx3, O) 
5 - 360 + (mod 36) 
- 7 - 400-  (mod 36) 
Numerical  values in terms of fundamenta l  
symbols [89 z 2 ] +% depending on the sign of Xm, 
as indicated 
Knowing the numbers  in Table 1, we can compute  the algebraic special values A • (X,,) (which 
occurs on the "r ight  hand  side" of the equat ion in Conjecture 1) using the formulas in [MTT] .  
Table 2 summarizes  the results of these calculations, listing the algebraic special values A(Z) for 
a few characters ~(. 
The final piece of informat ion we need to check the conjecture is the value of the derivative of 
the p-adic L-function for an  exceptional character  % (the "left hand  side" of the equat ion  in 
Conjecture 1.) Using the results in [MTT] ,  we determine that  a primitive, even, Dirichlet 
character  Z of prime conductor  M is exceptional f o r f i f  and  only if m = 5 (mod 24), while an odd  
character  is exceptional if m -= - 7 (mod 24). In Table 3 we give the corresponding values of the 
derivative of the p-adic L-function for two exceptional characters.  
Compar ing  the numbers  in table 3 with those in table 2, we see that  
L'p(X,,x 3, 0) = 10A• 1) (mod 3 s) 
so that  these tables also predict  tha t  S a = 10 (mod 32). 
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